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On-demand mobility has existed for more than 100 years in the form of taxi systems. Comparatively recently, ride-hailing schemes have
also grown to a signiﬁcant mode share. Most types of such one-way mobility-on-demand systems allow drivers taking independent
decisions. These systems are not or only partially coordinated. In a diﬀerent operating mode, all decisions are coordinated by the operator,
allowing for the optimization of certain metrics. Such a coordinated operation is also implied if human-driven vehicles are replaced by selfdriving cars. This work quantiﬁes the service quality and eﬃciency improvements resulting from the coordination of taxi ﬂeets. Results
based on high-ﬁdelity transportation simulations and data sets of existing taxi systems are presented for the cities of San Francisco,
Chicago, and Zurich. They show that ﬂeet coordination can strongly improve the eﬃciency and service level of existing systems.
Depending on the operator and the city’s preferences, empty vehicle distance driven and ﬂeet sizes could be substantially reduced, or the
wait times could be reduced while maintaining the current ﬂeet sizes. The study provides clear evidence that full ﬂeet coordination should
be implemented in existing mobility-on-demand systems, even before the availability of self-driving cars.

1. Introduction
Once installed and set up, robots typically complete tasks in
a steady quality and at unmatched speed. Their operating
cost is relatively small compared to the amount of labor
they perform. They have virtually unlimited operating
hours. If a robot once does fail, it can be immediately
replaced with an almost identical machine without timeconsuming training. These are some of the reasons why
automation, that is, replacing and supplementing humans
with machines, has profound implications on the proﬁtability and productivity of businesses. Its inﬂuence on
employment and the structure of society is not less profound [1]. One side eﬀect of automation is that it may
change the fundamental setup and organizational paradigms of an industry. We consider transportation and
speciﬁcally the emerging mode of on-demand or shared
mobility. The term “shared mobility” typically bundles
several modes of transportation that are neither the privately owned motorized car nor the conventional public

transit on ﬁxed lines and schedules. Shared mobility includes for instance one- and two-way bike- and car-sharing
schemes [2, 3], ride-hailing schemes [4], or full-ﬂedged
mobility-on-demand systems with self-driving cars [5].
Today’s most prevalent form of on-demand mobility is taxi
schemes. They have been present in cities for decades [6]
with only minor changes in the way they are operated.
However, at this point, robotic cab drivers in the form of
self-driving cars are about to start operation [7] and
promise to rapidly induce major changes. The principal
reason is that robotic taxicabs have a very diﬀerent behavior compared to human drivers. Robots will not have
individual preferences, for example, a preferred area of the
city to roam in and search for waiting customers. They will
have almost unlimited operating hours, and their number
can be freely adjusted without labor market restrictions. An
additional important feature is that the behavior of robotic
cars will be fully determined by the operator. Thus, selfdriving cars will immediately overturn the paradigm that
each taxi decides on its own schedule, that is, where to wait
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for new customers, when to enter and leave a work shift,
and so on. A taxi system using robotic cars is coordinated
by design.
A coordinated system can potentially reach a system or
social optimum, while a system with selﬁsh and strategic
drivers in general cannot [8]. Therefore, the transition of taxi
scheme operation to coordinated ﬂeets is expected to improve overall performance. In this work, we attempt to
quantify these eﬀects. Our objective is to understand precisely how large the gains in service level and eﬃciency
would be if today’s taxi systems were operated in a coordinated manner. Interestingly, even without the availability
of fully autonomous vehicles, there are no technical limitations that inhibit the implementation of these concepts in
today’s taxi systems. Taxi system operators as well as ridehailing companies such as Lyft and Uber would though have
to change their business model and way of remunerating the
drivers to harvest the beneﬁts of full ﬂeet coordination.
In order to quantify the impact of ﬂeet coordination, we
proceed as follows: ﬁrst, we take recordings of existing taxi
schemes and analyze them to quantify the status quo. Then,
we create simulation scenarios in the framework AMoDeus
[9] that accurately replicate the conditions of the real world.
Then, we serve the same demand under the same conditions
with a hypothetical coordinated mobility-on-demand system. For this, we use diﬀerent state-of-the-art ﬂeet operational policies and varying ﬂeet sizes and show operating
points in comparison to the taxi system.
We complete this assessment for the cities of San
Francisco, Chicago, and Zurich for which we have taxi data
available. The used simulation scenarios and the source code
are available online and thus allow rapidly evaluating other
cases in future research.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we ﬁrst
provide a detailed summary of the work related to our paper,
covering insights from both the economic and engineering
research domains, and we position the contributions of our
paper relative to them. After, we present the used methods
and simulation models in Section 3. Speciﬁc case studies of
the taxi systems in the cities of San Francisco, Chicago, and
Zurich are presented in Section 4. The city-speciﬁc results
are summarized and compared in Section 5. Finally, Section
6 provides a general summary of conclusions.

2. Related Research
In this work, we aim to estimate the gains in service level and
eﬃciency resulting from taxi ﬂeet coordination. Diﬀerent
preceding studies have quantiﬁed the ineﬃciencies of
existing taxi systems:
2.1. Data Analysis Approaches. One important class of
contributions focuses on the in-depth analysis of taxi trace
or trip data sets: in [10], a taxi data set recorded in Singapore
during a 24-hour period with a ﬂeet of 6,230 taxis of the
operator ComfortDelGro is analyzed to ﬁnd out whether the
available taxis are used eﬀectively to cover unmet demand.
The authors rightfully argue that neither high wait times
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alone nor low taxi utilization rates can be interpreted as a
sign of ineﬃciency. In contrast, a simultaneous occurrence
of empty taxis (low ﬂeet utilization) and long waiting times
(low service level) indicates an ineﬃcient taxi allocation.
Therefore, if wait times are unusually high for a given level of
occupancy or if occupancy is unusually low for a given level
of wait times, the system performance is suﬀering from an
ineﬃcient assignment of demand and supply. The data
analysis reveals several such situations of ineﬃcient demand
and supply assignment, for example, during the morning
rush hours in the central business district or during latenight hours.
A similar study is [11], in which a 2-week taxi trajectory
data set of 14, 000 taxis in the city of Chengdu, China, is
considered. The authors measure that taxis are productive
about 59% of the time and conclude that the number of
operating taxis in the city is reasonable. Nevertheless, they
detect substantial imbalances between diﬀerent zones of the
city and suggest that a better mechanism to balance taxis
between the geographic areas of the city should be
implemented.
A somewhat diﬀerent approach is taken by Cramer and
Krueger [12]. In this work, the eﬃciency of the ride-sharing
service Uber to that of taxi drivers is compared by assessing
their time capacity utilization rate and distance capacity
utilization rate in the US cities of Boston, Los Angeles, New
York, San Francisco, and Seattle. In all cities except New York,
Uber drivers show a time capacity utilization rate that is
around 40% higher compared to conventional taxi services;
their distance capacity utilization rate is between 41% and
59% higher. One of the possible reasons the authors see for
Uber’s edge on eﬃciency is “more eﬃcient driver-passenger
matching technology,” but the hypothesis is not veriﬁed.
Other possible reasons listed by the authors include the
ﬂexible labor supply model of Uber, the utilized surge pricing
method, or simply the larger scale. The authors estimate that
Uber drivers could charge 28% less than taxis while earning
the same hourly revenues. While the study is a motivation for
the work at hand, it leaves open several questions: although
Uber uses algorithms to improve service level and eﬃciency,
their operation cannot be considered to be fully coordinated.
Drivers are left with many degrees of freedom as well as the
responsibility for their own proﬁt and loss. Thus, the magnitude of further improvements through ﬂeet coordination
remains unclear. Then, the comparison is made in the same
cities but not on the same travel demand. It is not possible to
distinguish diﬀerences in operating eﬃciency that are due to
diﬀerent operations or due to diﬀerent demands, for example,
it may even be that Uber succeeds in serving a higher fraction
of operationally eﬃcient trips at the expense of the taxi operators. The use of surge pricing increases the probability that
the ride-hailing companies serve diﬀerent demands than
taxis.
Approaches based on data analysis focus on the identiﬁcation of ineﬃciencies in existing taxi systems, but they
do not answer the question to what degree these ineﬃciencies could be resolved with the improved operation and
ﬂeet coordination. As an example, the late-night hour ineﬃciencies detected by Santani et al. [10] might be systemic
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and possibly cannot be solved even with the best coordination available for such light-load demand cases [13].
2.2. Taxi Market Models. Next to a pure data analysis approach, some contributions attempt to deepen the understanding of the market dynamics in play. Most of these
contributions focus not only on operation but also on the
elasticity of the taxi travel demand. In [14], a simpliﬁed
model of a taxi market is presented with one single journey
origin in order to explain the interplay between taxi utilization, expected wait time or taxi availability, demand, and
expected earnings. The model explains convincingly that an
increasing demand may simultaneously increase both utilization and availability as more taxi drivers can generate
suﬃcient proﬁts and remain in operation. Built with one
single queue, the model does not consider spatial eﬀects. The
spatiotemporal distribution of the demand is simpliﬁed to a
basic model and does not capture eﬀects present in real taxi
demand, including large variations in space and time and
correlated requests. The study does not consider eﬀects on
vehicle miles traveled. In [15], an elaborate model of taxi
markets is proposed in which matching frictions as well as
entry regulations are considered. So-called matching frictions occur because an idle taxi and a waiting customer may
not be at the same location. Thus, the process governing the
search behavior of both taxis and customers determines the
extent of these frictions. The authors consider both normal
street-roaming search behavior and one form of centralized
dispatching in which the closest taxi is assigned to an open
request. A key strength of the study is that it relates the type
of matching to general market dynamics, for example, their
inﬂuence on the demand for taxis. The drawback is that
several modeling assumptions are made that are potentially
oversimplifying in a study focusing on operational eﬃciency:
a highly simpliﬁed regular street network and Manhattan
distances are used, vehicles drive constant speed, passengers
may be lost and exit the system unserved, and vehicle
rebalancing is not considered. The choice of modeled variables by Frechette et al. [15] (vehicle utilization, vehicle
availability, and earnings) does not allow detailed insights
into how the operational policies would inﬂuence service
level and vehicle miles traveled. Other related studies focusing on the economics of the taxi market are, for instance,
[16–18]. Many highlight the impact of regulation, for example, predetermined taxi fares or taxi medallion auctions
[19] and are thus only loosely related to the work at hand.
2.3. Making Individual Taxis Succeed: Recommender Systems.
Both the analysis of taxi traces and economic models provide
evidence that ineﬃciencies are present in most taxi systems.
Based on this observation, a consecutive problem is to study
how these ineﬃciencies could be avoided: in this spirit, the
authors in [20] attempt to identify the most successful taxi
drivers and their strategies. Based on a study of taxi data
from Wuhan, China, they ﬁnd out that highly successful
drivers often drive away from downtown areas and their
distribution is “highly correlated with traﬃc conditions.”
Although very relevant, the work does not answer the
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question of how many improvements would be possible on a
system level and to what degree ﬂeet coordination of the ﬂeet
would be required for it.
Apart from identifying successful drivers, they could also
be created. This is what a class of publications attempts to do
with so-called recommender systems, which are designed to
inﬂuence the decision-making of taxi drivers. These systems
use diﬀerent data as input and typically present recommendations to individual taxi cab drivers and/or passengers.
The recommendations should reduce matching frictions.
The literature on recommender systems is vast. As an example, the work presented by Yuan et al. [21] is based on a
Beijing taxi trace data set. Analysis of the data reveals that
many taxis cruise extensively and exhibit high vehicle miles
traveled without having high earnings, a clear indicator for
ineﬃciencies. The authors propose two recommender systems as a remedy, one for taxi drivers and one for passengers.
The one for taxi cab drivers recommends the parking place
with the highest probability of ﬁnding a customer and the
route to this parking place. The recommender system for
customers suggests a new location within walking distance
that increases the chance of catching an empty taxi. Although the presented recommender systems are evaluated in
simulation and in ﬁeld trials, the presented results do not
allow precisely understanding what their eﬀects on vehicle
miles traveled were.
In [22], a recommender system is presented with the
ability to recommend a sequence of potential pickup points
to a driver to minimize empty travel distance. However, the
evaluation of the method does not allow understanding the
degree of ineﬃciency of taxi systems that are currently in
operation. Another recommender system presented by Ding
et al. [23] does also not consider the entire ﬂeet but only
individual taxis.
The recommender system in [24] focuses on the taxi
movements between trips, called “cruising.” The proposed
operational policy called pCruise attempts to minimize the
cruising distance of taxis by computing cruising routes for
them with the highest probability of ﬁnding a waiting
customer. Its eﬀectiveness is proven in a custom-made and
simpliﬁed transportation simulator with taxi data from
Shenzhen, China. An interesting aspect of the publication is
that it considers the case when the strategy is only used by
some percentage of the city’s entire taxi ﬂeet, that is, by one
single operator.
2.4. Dynamic Analysis. One way to have more degrees of
freedom in the analysis of taxi systems is to use agent-based
transportation simulations, for example, MATSim [25].
Simulators like MATSim allow for the eﬃcient representation of road network dynamics and the consideration of
dynamic demand with coevolutionary algorithms and mode
choice models.
In a set of agent-based simulation studies [26–28], the
authors analyze diﬀerent operational policies in simulation
with ﬂeet sizes between 1,000 and 2,000 vehicles serving trips
derived from taxi trace data for Berlin and Barcelona. The
results show that diﬀerent operational strategies are most
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suitable depending on the system load. The studies show that
upscaling of the demand is necessary to observe a substantial
impact on waiting times for coordinates ﬂeets.
The study presented by Poulhès and Berrada [29] implicitly highlights the diﬀerence between uncoordinated and
coordinated mobility-on-demand systems by comparing
one instance of a local and one instance of a global operational policy. The results focus on customer service quality,
that is, wait time, and show that it is improved through
centralized coordination.
Other studies based on multiagent simulation have been
presented. However, most studies are performed with autonomous mobility-on-demand (AMoD) systems in mind
where, based on citywide modeling eﬀorts, a large number of
trips performed by car or public transport users is served by
an on-demand system [30]. Many of those studies focus on
algorithmic developments in terms of ﬂeet operational
policies, for example, [31] or [32]. The developed strategies
could be applied to real-world taxi systems.
The work that is most similar to our contribution is [33].
The authors present a graph-based approach to analyze
potential eﬃciency gains in an urban taxi service system.
Based on their method, they identify that “ineﬃciency arises
largely due to the lack of globally shared information among
taxi drivers and passengers.” The underlying idea of their
approach is to ﬁnd a more eﬃcient assignment of taxis to
requests that guarantees the pickup time and date of the
passenger recorded in the original data set. The approach is
applied to taxi data published by the New York City Taxi and
Limousine Commission and suggests that the taxi idle time
can be reduced by 78–90%, the total empty distances by
60–82%, and the total revenue loss by 66–82%. Furthermore,
in most cases, about 67% of the original number of taxis
would be suﬃcient to serve the original demand with the
same service level. The study provides an upper bound on
the possible improvements on idle time, total empty distance, and total revenue for the case of New York. One
limiting assumption that is made in the paper is that
Manhattan distances are used to simplify calculations. The
cost function is a weighted combination of taxi idle time and
empty trip distance. Therefore, the service level is not explicitly taken into account and is also not a tunable
parameter.
2.5. Summary. In summary, the existing literature diﬀers in
several aspects from the work at hand. Data analysis approaches such as [10, 11] detect ineﬃciencies in existing taxi
systems but do not quantify the exact improvements that
could be made using state-of-the-art ﬂeet operational policies. Instead, we attempt to quantify exactly how the system
metrics of mobility-on-demand systems would change
under the inﬂuence of coordinated ﬂeet operation.
Studies focused on the modeling of the economic relations in the taxi market, for example, [15], often work on
low-resolution or simpliﬁed road networks, with vehicles
traveling at constant speed in uncongested networks and
governed by basic or no coordinated operational policies. In
our work, we instead consider a detailed and high-resolution
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road network with variable speed limits and congestion
eﬀects, and we consider a coordinated ﬂeet operation.
Studies presenting recommender systems, for example,
[21–23], typically focus on the actions of one single taxi.
Instead, we consider the coordinated operation of the entire
ﬂeet. Furthermore, recommender systems often focus on
one particular metric, for example, vehicle availability. Instead, we evaluate jointly diﬀerent metrics for the entire ﬂeet.
Existing studies in agent-based simulators such as [26–28]
do not provide a comparison between a simulated coordinated taxi system and a real existing taxi system as reference
data are not available or reported. Empty vehicle repositioning (rebalancing) and vehicle miles traveled are not
considered in these studies. Instead, our results do not only
focus on customer service quality (wait time) but contrast
this metric with the operators’ viewpoint, that is, the vehicle
distance traveled of the system. We also compare these
metrics to real taxi system data.
In comparison to the graph-based approach presented
by Zhan et al. [33], our study allows estimating the trade-oﬀ
between diﬀerent system metrics. The key diﬀerence of our
work is, however, that Zhan et al. [33] assume that all taxi
trips are served at exactly the same time as in the data set.
Instead, we use online operational policies that allow
modifying wait times of individual trips, that is, we allow for
some ﬂexibility in the operation, provided that the same
demand as in the real taxi system is covered. With this
approach, we can consider all elements of ﬂeet operation
including online reassignments of trips and vehicle rebalancing, and we can analyze the full set of possible system set
points.
In summary, the results in previous literature do not
allow for a deﬁnite conclusion of the performance and efﬁciency gains in taxi services through ﬂeet coordination. In
our study, we quantify these eﬀects for the taxi systems of
San Francisco, Chicago, and Zurich. To that end, we
(i) Provide a generic methodology for setting up (coordinated) taxi system simulations given a similar
class of taxi request information using an opensource framework and method to estimate network
travel times
(ii) Show that those analyses can be performed using
two open (San Francisco and Chicago) and one
proprietary data source (Zurich)
(iii) And analyze the trade-oﬀ between wait times and
vehicle miles traveled for diﬀerent ﬂeet sizes and
state-of-the-art ﬂeet operational policies
It should be noted that these analyses are data-driven,
that is, no synthetic demand estimates are used, and that we
compare with real-world system metrics that are based on
the obtained trip data.

3. Methods
Among the publicly available taxi data sets, there is no
common standard format. Some contain the traces of the
taxis, encoded with data objects of varying scope and
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recording frequency. Other data sets only contain information on a trip basis: each taxi trip is logged and additional
information is recorded, for example, origin, destination,
distance, or payment information. However, all analyzed
taxi data sets allow extracting the trips on a certain day
including their origin, destination, submission time, and
duration. Furthermore, they all allow estimating the number
of taxis that were used to serve the trips and to determine a
lower bound of the empty vehicle distance driven by the
ﬂeet. These data points constitute the raw material to create
transportation simulation scenarios. The methods used in
this process are presented in this section; additional particularities to the data sets are treated separately in Sections
4.1–4.3.
3.1. Comparison of Simulation and Recorded Data. Our
objective is to assess whether the operation of existing taxi
systems improves with coordinated ﬂeets. One natural way
of answering this question would be to ﬁnd two days of
operation with similar characteristics and actually operate
the ﬂeet in a coordinated manner on one of the days.
Several problems and shortcomings complicate the execution of this idea: the necessary eﬀort to manage the
logistics of such an experiment is very large and far beyond
the possibilities of most research institutions. Even if these
hurdles could be overcome, each pair of days would only
allow assessing one system set point.
However, as we explain in Section 3.4, it is necessary to
compare many diﬀerent set points, which are mainly
characterized by the chosen ﬂeet size and the operational
policy. Then, such experiments would never allow comparing the exact same travel demand that necessarily varies
for diﬀerent days.
For these reasons, we have chosen a simulation approach, which is based on three principles: ﬁrst, we do not
simulate the existing taxi system but only compare information, which can be directly computed from the given data,
for example, the vehicle distance traveled. An accurate
representation of an existing taxi system in simulation is
diﬃcult, as the inﬂuence of the human factor is large, for
example, every driver is independent to some degree and his
personal preferences, and strategies would have to be understood and modeled accurately.
The second guiding principle of our approach is that we
replicate the simulated coordinated taxi system as accurately
and as replicable as possible: our transportation scenarios
and the source code are available online. Finally, we compare
conservatively, that is, we always favor methods that evaluate
the real taxi system positively. Therefore, our results show a
lower bound of the eﬃciency and service level improvements
possible with ﬂeet coordination.
These guiding principles lead to a number of design
decisions: we use the queuing-based traﬃc simulator of
MATSim [25], which is a publicly available open-source
software that has been tested and validated extensively. Its
setup oﬀers both accuracy and fast simulation speeds, which
allows conducting parametric studies. The ﬂeet operational
policies that we use are also publicly available; they are part
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of the open-source software package AMoDeus [9] that we
have presented in previous work.
We read out the travel demand served by the taxis directly from the taxi data and serve the same trips in the
simulation environment, with the identical origin, destination, and submission time.
In order to obtain comparable and consistent results, the
modeling of the road network and its traﬃc condition is
important. Details about how this process was carried out
are provided in the following sections: the generation of the
high-resolution road network is explained in Section 3.2,
and the estimation and adjustment of network speeds is
explained in Section 3.3.
3.2. Road Network Generation. MATSim road networks are
directed graphs composed of nodes and links, which represent queues. Vehicles are always located on links and pass
from one link to another at intersections. In order to
generate high-resolution road networks eﬃciently, the data
available from OpenStreetMap [34] were used. A MATSim
readable network was generated from this data using the
generator pt2matsim [35]. For every road segment, the freeﬂow speeds were set to the speed limits, which is typical for
this road segment.
3.3. Estimation of Network Speeds. The network generation
captures diﬀerent types of roads with diﬀerent free-ﬂow
speeds, for example, 30 or 50 miles per hour. However, the
taxi data sets were recorded under real operating conditions
with congestion and reduced speeds. These network conditions present at the time of the data recording must be
replicated in the simulation environment in order to make
meaningful comparisons.
In many studies, the problem of network calibration is
viewed from a diﬀerent angle. MATSim studies focused on
dynamic demand take as input a population with speciﬁc
activities, travel plans, and a personal utility function that
values time, travel time, punctuality, and so on. Then, based
on the coevolutionary algorithm of MATSim, the Wardrop
equilibrium [36] of the scenario is estimated, and from it, the
traﬃc speeds can be derived.
In this work, we know the travel times and need to adjust
the network speeds to them, which is a diﬀerent problem. In
the typical case, the number of variables is much higher than
the number of measurements. For example, in the Chicago
scenario of this study, there is a ﬁnal number of M � 36 016
taxi trips with known duration, but there are approximately
142,118 network links for which the traﬃc speed must be
estimated during each time of the day. Using 7.5 minutes
resolution time steps, this results in a total of 27,286,656
degrees of freedom to satisfy these 36,016 constraints. These
have to be chosen in a way such that the simulated duration
of trips is identical to the one in the original data set.
To estimate the network speeds for this study, a method
was implemented that produces an estimate of the traﬃc
speeds on each link and at each time step based on the
known trip durations. It takes network links i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
with free-ﬂow (�maximum) speeds fi at each link. These are
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typically speed limits assigned according to the type of road.
Furthermore, a set of taxi trips T1 , T2 , . . . , TM  with known
start and end location in the network, start time, and trip
duration dc,j is needed. The trip durations must be longer
than free-ﬂow trip durations in the network; otherwise, the
trip is not considered valid. Tunable parameters for the
algorithm are two real constants ϵ1 and a time constant τ, a
maximum number of iterations Imax , a tolerance ρ, and a
cost function F: RM ⟶ R+ . The parameter ε1 determines
how aggressively the network speeds should be reduced to
match the observed trip durations. The parameter ε2 determines the rate at which random samples are selected;
alternatively, the trip with the worst cost is selected. The time
constant τ determines the time resolution of the estimated
network speeds. Imax and ρ determine when the algorithm
is terminated. F inﬂuences the characteristics of the error
distribution. The principle of the algorithm is to iteratively
make the travel time slightly longer for trips until the
measured trip duration dp,i of the trip in the network
matches the recorded trip duration dc,i from the dataset. The
absolute diﬀerence of trip durations for trip j is denoted as
λj � |dp,j /dc,j − 1|. The outputs of the algorithm are estimated network speeds si,t , for i � 1, . . . , N and all time
steps t. The principle is illustrated in Figure 1.
The algorithm is described in detail in Algorithm 1.
For the scenarios generated in this work, good results
were obtained with a small value of ε1 � 0.05, with ε2 � 0.8,
τ � 450s, Imax � 100000, and F as the max function.
3.4. Simulation Approach. Existing data sets of taxis are not
in a standard format but very diﬀerent depending on the
source. Thus, many of the modeling decisions are explained
in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. This section summarizes the
general approach chosen, which is identical for all cases.
In general, a mobility-on-demand system should use as
few vehicles as possible to serve as many requests as possible
with minimal wait and journey times and while simultaneously reducing the empty vehicle distance to a minimum.
These are conﬂicting objectives, for example, a reduction of
the ﬂeet size will generally result in longer wait times.
Thus, there are several setpoints that an operator might
choose, depending on the requirements. Typically, a system
setpoint is reached by an appropriate choice of the operational policy guiding the behavior of the vehicles and of the
ﬂeet size. Our approach is therefore to choose diﬀerent
operational policies and ﬂeet sizes and visualize the set of all
possible setpoints of the coordinated system as a curve.
Speciﬁcally, for a range of ﬂeet sizes, we record the mean wait
time as a metric for the service level and the empty vehicle
distance as a metric for operational eﬃciency. Furthermore,
we run all simulations with one of three simulation policies
to favor either service quality or operational eﬃciency. The
assessed policies are as follows:
(1) The global bipartite matching policy (GBM)
scribed by Ruch et al. [9] repeatedly solves an
clidean bipartite matching problem between
location of unserved customer requests and

deEuthe
the

origin (T2)
origin (T1)

destination (T2)

destination (T1)

Figure 1: Illustration of Algorithm 1. The red and blue paths are
the shortest-duration paths in iteration I � 1; in the next iteration,
the red path changes to the dashed line in response to the reduced
traﬃc speeds along the old path.

locations of idle vehicles. This policy eﬀectively
minimizes empty vehicle distance.
(2) The ﬂuidic feedforward rebalancing policy (FFR)
uses the same matching algorithm as GBM but
additionally executes vehicle rebalancing according
to the ﬂuidic feedforward method presented by
Pavone et al. [37].
(3) The last policy (MFAR) rebalances vehicles
according to the model-free adaptive repositioning
policy presented by Ruch et al. [38]. This results in
signiﬁcantly reduced wait times but does increase the
empty vehicle distance.
While the ﬁrst two algorithms have been included in a
parametric simulation study assessing the performance of
ﬂeet operational policies by Hörl et al. [32], they have been
additionally assessed in comparison to the third strategy in
[38]. The approaches have been selected as they have been
shown in those studies to diﬀer in operational characteristics. While GBM minimizes the system distance at the cost
of wait time, MFAR minimizes wait times at the cost of an
increased empty distance. FFR, ﬁnally, has been shown to
provide a well-balanced trade-oﬀ.
The global bipartite matching algorithm is based on
Euclidean distances, while the travel time estimated for the
MFAR algorithm has been precomputed.
Note that we do not consider algorithms where multiple
passengers can be picked up by one vehicle. A large body of
literature on respective algorithms exists [39, 40], and numerous studies have been performed where those algorithms
are tested in simulation, for example, by [41], who test an
algorithm on taxi demand data for Manhattan, or by Bischoﬀ et al. [42], who extend their work on Berlin using a
heuristic ride-pooling approach. However, with the possibility to perform ride-pooling, a number of underlying
assumptions on the willingness to share are made. As in the
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input Tolerance ρ, maximum iterations Imax , ε1 ∈ [0, 1], ε2 ∈ [0, 1], sampling time τ, set of taxi trips Tj , j ∈ {1, . . . , M}
initialize si,t  � fi ∀ links i, discrete times t, iteration I � 0
initialize a data structure D1 that sorts trips Ti according to how often they were randomly selected and records λi at selection time for
each trip
initialize a data structure D2 that sorts trips Ti according to λi
while I < Imax and ω < ρ do
with probability ε1 : select a trip j randomly from the
set of least randomly selected trips in D1 , otherwise
select the trip j with highest λj from D2
compute path time dp,j using si,t , origin
and destination of Tj ; if a random trip was selected
update D1
compute r � dp,j /dc,j with dc,j recorded duration of Tj
compute f � min(1 − (1 − r)ε, 1)
scale all si,t in path with f for t ∈ [tj,start , tj,end ]
compute path time dp,j using updated si,t , origin
and destination of Tj to update D2
compute the cost ω using F and the last M randomly
selected trips
I�I+1
end while
output si,t 
ALGORITHM 1: Taxi Trip Network Calibration.

present work, we compare empirical taxi data with the wait
time as the main indicator for customer experience; ridepooling is not considered for the sake of consistency.
An operator of a coordinated ﬂeet of taxis would place the
taxis strategically at the beginning of the day before morning
travel requests begin to enter the system. There is considerable
potential to optimize a system with this placing choice, for
example, just the expected necessary number of vehicles can be
placed in every zone. In this work, we limit ourselves to the most
simple of the smart placements for the sake of comparability: all
vehicles are randomly distributed on the set of roads on which
travel requests arrive during some time of the day.

4. Experiments
In the following sections, simulation experiments for the
cities of San Francisco, Chicago, and Zurich are presented.
While, here, key performance indicators in terms of empty
distance and waiting time are reported for each city and
combinations of ﬂeet size and control policy, the results are
compared and put into relation in Section 5.
4.1. Taxis in San Francisco. Probably, the most studied data set
of taxi traces [43] was recorded in the city of San Francisco and
is publicly available at [44]. It contains the traces of a total of 536
taxis that were recorded in the time interval between May 17,
2008, 03:00:04 and June 10, 2008, 02:25:34.
Each trace is composed of measurements that contain a
time stamp in Unix Epoch Format, the location latitude and
longitude in WGS84 coordinates, and the taxi status
∈∈available, occupied. The sampling time is irregular and
mostly around 1 min. However, sometimes it is much larger.
The data set contains a total of 464,045 customer trips.

For the work at hand, we have selected the day June 4.
On that day, 18,813 trips were recorded, and 495 diﬀerent
taxis were in operation. Out of this total number of trips, 53
had a delay longer than one hour; 258 were slower than 5
mph; 204 were shorter than 200 m; and 375 did not have a
nontrivial path, that is, they started and ended on the same
link. These trips were considered invalid recordings and thus
removed from the analysis. Combined, 550 trips were removed by the above ﬁlters resulting in a ﬁnal number of
18,263 trips for the day.
In the set of these trips, a total of 5,871 trips is faster than
the road network allows for, if the start and end time of a trip
is taken directly from the last recorded empty and the last
recorded occupied time step. This is caused by large time
steps of several minutes up to several hours between some of
the measurements and eﬀectively makes it impossible for
these trips to know the exact duration. As Algorithm 1
requires a trip duration slower than maximum speeds in the
network allow for as a start condition, these trips were not
considered for network speed estimation. Instead, the
remaining 12,544 trips that are slower than the network are
assumed to accurately represent the traﬃc conditions in the
road network on the day the recordings were made.
These trips are used to compute a network speed proﬁle
using Algorithm 1. Figure 2 shows the cumulative density
function of both the simulated and the recorded trip durations.
The ﬁt is suﬃciently good, although the model of the
road conditions makes simulated trips slightly slower than
recorded ones. As this corresponds well to our principle of
comparing conservatively, it is acceptable. The empty vehicle
distance of the real taxi system is computed by analyzing all
the valid trips and by computing the shortest-time path
between trip end locations and subsequent trip start
locations.
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Figure 2: Comparison of journey times in simulation and in the original data set for San Francisco taxi trips.

The sum of these distances can be seen as a lower bound
on the empty vehicle distance. During the actual day, vehicles could have taken a less direct path between the locations, spent some idle time cruising in neighborhoods
searching for customers, and so on. Unfortunately, the data
set does not allow determining the wait time that the taxi
customers experienced. An empty distance of 62,907 km is
estimated. Having created a suitable representation of the
taxi demand and network conditions, we can additionally
serve the same demand under the same conditions with
diﬀerent operational strategies and ﬂeet sizes.
The resulting operational characteristics and the range
of operating points of the real taxi system are shown in
Figure 3. The ﬁgure shows the results from a series of
simulations where the given set of requests is served by
ﬂeets from 400 to 700 vehicles and with the three operational policies. Each simulation is represented as a dot
relating the achieved mean wait time across all requests
and the measured empty distance covered by the simulated ﬂeet. To guide the reader, all simulations performed
with the same operational strategy are connected by black
lines, while all cases simulated with the same ﬂeet size are
connected by blue lines. Following the black lines, hence,
allows understanding how varying ﬂeet size aﬀects the
operational characteristics of the system using a speciﬁc
strategy while following the blue lines allows understanding how diﬀerent operational policies aﬀect the
relevant metrics when operated at the same ﬂeet size.
Finally, Figure 3 shows an area in which the real taxi system
of San Francisco is supposed to operate. As we do not have
information on the average taxi wait time from the data, all wait
times are shared, while, for the empty distance, only the area
above the optimistically estimated empty distance is covered.

4.2. Taxis in Chicago. A very extensive dataset of taxi trips is
available for the city of Chicago. It is published by the city
authorities and is available online (Chicago Data Portal). In
comparison to the San Francisco taxi traces, no information
about the paths of the taxis is given. Instead, only the trips
are listed.

For each trip, information about its origin, destination,
time, and payment is given. The set includes unique trip and
taxi identiﬁers, a trip start time stamp in 15 min resolution, a
trip duration in seconds, and the location of the centroids of
the pickup and drop-oﬀ community areas.
The data is accessed through a web interface that allows
specifying any time range in the past few years. Today, the
data set consists of more than 187 million trips. As an
example of a random day, we have picked July 19, 2019, for
our analysis. Then, the scenario was created as follows: on
July 19, a total of 57,876 trips appear in the data. A total of
5,910 cannot be processed because either their origin or their
destination community area has been hidden by the publisher in order to guarantee the privacy of taxi users. A total
of 2,402 trips were removed because they take less time than
2.5 min or longer than 3 hours. After these steps, 49,564 trips
remain.
These remaining trips cannot be directly used for simulation for two reasons: ﬁrst, their start time is only available
in a 15 min resolution, that is, all trips’ start times are
rounded to 0, 15, 30, or 45 minutes of an hour. Second, the
trip start and end locations are always at the centroids of the
respective census tract or community area. The start coordinates are at 1 of 167 origins, and the end coordinates are at
1 of 251 destinations. In total, there are only 255 unique
origin and destination points.
To have a scenario that resembles a real-world case more
closely, the trip start times were randomly increased,
drawing delays from a uniform distribution in [0, 900]
seconds. Then, all origins and destinations were resampled
from a uniform distribution within their respective community area.
As an exception, the numerous trips at the O’Hare and
Midway International Airports were kept as they are.
Distribution within these community areas would have
resulted in trips originating from the borders of the
airport area, far away from the passenger pickup and
drop-oﬀ zone. Clearly, this would not accurately represent
real taxi trips.
The chosen approach of uniform spreading within the
community area is conservative; a uniform distribution is
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more diﬃcult to handle for mobility-on-demand systems
than more pointed distributions, for example, [38]. The
approach does not introduce unlikely accumulations of trips
at certain locations. However, the approach does have the
disadvantage that some of the modiﬁed trips could have
unlikely combinations of origins, destinations, and recorded
durations.
Thus, this modiﬁed trip set of 49,564 trips was ﬁltered
again. A total of 8,531 trips are faster than the network
admits; 85 had a delay longer than 1 hour; 1,185 were slower
than 5 mph; 196 were shorter than 200 m; and 353 started
and ended on the same link. After this ﬁltering step, a total of
39,786 sensible trips remained.
These trips are used to compute a network speed proﬁle
using Algorithm 1. Figure 4 shows the cumulative density
function of both the simulated and the recorded trip durations. In this case, the ﬁt is even better than in the San
Francisco scenario and is assumed to represent an accurate
model of road network conditions.
In total, there are 57,876 taxi trips on the chosen day, and
a total of 3,950 unique taxis appear in these records. In the
ﬁnal scenario, there are 39,786 taxi trips and a total of 3,449
diﬀerent recorded taxis.
If the number of taxis were reduced proportionally to the
number of trips, we would expect 2,479 taxis, which is a more
conservative estimate of the taxi ﬂeet size and which is chosen
for this reason. By computing the sum of intertrip shortest-time
paths, we determine that these taxis served the ﬁnal demand
with at least 114,412 km empty distance. These values and the
operational characteristics of the simulated coordinated mobility-on-demand conﬁgurations are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: Comparison of journey times in simulation and in the
original data set for Chicago taxis.

4.3. Taxis in Zurich. A taxi data set for the city of Zurich,
Switzerland was provided to the research group by a local
transportation company. It is diﬀerent from the other used
sets as it contains actual trip bookings made in a taxi call
center. As in the other taxi data sets, the data allows
extracting the origin, destination, duration, and start time of
a taxi trip. Additionally, in this set also, the time of the
request submission and the time of the taxi assignment are
known. Thus, the data set allows computing the actual wait
times experienced by customers. To protect the privacy of
customers and business interests of the company, the data
set cannot be made publicly available. However, we are able
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to present aggregate results in the work at hand and relate
them to the other assessed taxi systems.
We have chosen June 21, 2017, for our analysis. On that
day, the records contain a total of 1,248 trips that were
booked in the call center. Four trips contain errors of some
kind and are removed for this reason, for example, some of
the required ﬁelds are empty. The remaining 1,244 trips were
used for the simulation scenario.
Out of the 1,244 trips, 183 had travel times faster than the
road network allows for and were thus removed for the
estimation of the road network conditions. These remaining
1,061 trips were used to compute a network speed proﬁle
using Algorithm 1. Figure 6 shows the cumulative density
function of both the simulated and the recorded trip
duration.
As intended, the traﬃc conditions imposed on the
simulated system are worse than the ones imposed on the
actual taxi system. Overall, the curves have a good ﬁt.
In the Zurich data set, the taxis belong to diﬀerent
operators or individual taxi owners that are independent of
each other. The trips they get assigned to by the call center
are only a subset of all their completed trips. Other trips, for
example, curbside pickups, are not accessible. Thus, some
taxis on record have only 1 or 2 trips during the entire day,
although they have probably completed more trips.
This makes it harder to estimate the ﬂeet size of the
original taxi system for the 1,244 trips. As a conservative
estimate, we thus assume that all taxis are as successful as the
most productive taxi on record that served 13 trips assigned
by the call center during the day. This allows conservatively
estimating the ﬂeet size for the taxi system at 95 taxis. By
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Figure 6: Comparison of journey times in simulation and in the
original data set for Zurich taxis.

computing the sum of intertrip shortest-time paths, we
determine that the taxi system exhibits at least 6,658 km
empty distance to cover the trips in the recorded assignment
and order.
Compared to the other data sets, the wait time every
request experienced is known in this case: the mean wait
time of requests in the real system is 6:46 minutes. Diﬀerent
from San Francisco and Chicago, the set of potential operational characteristics of the real taxi system in Zurich is
represented as a line in Figure 7. It is located at the known
wait time and covers distances above the optimistic lower
bound of 6,658 km in terms of empty distance.
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5. Discussion
The following sections discuss the results obtained above.
First, the reference metrics obtained through our data
analysis are summarized, followed by a per-city and peralgorithm analysis.
5.1. Baseline Metrics. Table 1 summarizes the estimated
baseline situation for the three city scenarios. Both the trip
count and the customer distance are directly derived from
the taxi data. The analysis shows that the three cases cover a
large range of diﬀerently sized demand cases from only 1,244
trips in Zurich to almost 50,000 trips in Chicago. Accordingly, we see customer distances at diﬀerent scales. The
estimated ﬂeet sizes and lower-bound empty distances are
summarized as well with ﬂeet sizes from about 95 estimated
vehicles in Zurich to almost 2,500 in Chicago.
The lower part of Table 1 shows derived measures that
are interesting for analysis. The average trip distance is most
accurate as it is computed from the data-based customer
distance divided by the number of trips. The shortest average
trip length is seen in Chicago with only 4.41 km in comparison to 6.65 km for San Francisco. Furthermore, Table 1
shows the trips per vehicle, the (estimated) empty distance
per vehicle, and the total distance covered per vehicle
(customer and empty distance). All three values are sensitive
to the number of vehicles. A noteworthy value is a total
distance covered per vehicle of about 370 km in San Francisco, compared to the substantially lower numbers in the
other two cases. In fact, CRAWDAD states that the trips for

San Francisco are identiﬁed by “cab number,” while the trips
in Chicago are identiﬁed by the “taxi medallion number”
[45], which is linked directly to the driver. Hence, the values
for San Francisco refer to the actual vehicle distance, while
the data for Chicago (and Zurich) refer to driver shifts. UITP
[46] shows that operating taxi vehicles in double shifts is a
common practice worldwide. Dividing the trips per vehicle
for San Francisco by two gives an average of 18.45 trips,
which resembles strongly the value from Chicago.
Finally, Table 1 shows the share of empty distance
compared to the total distance for all three scenarios. For San
Francisco and Chicago, the value is close to 34% while it is
almost 50% in Zurich. As stated in Section 4.3, the recorded
trips used here are only a fraction of the actual trips performed by the drivers as only call-center requests are
considered. It may be the case that the real empty distance
ratio is substantially lower as drivers would perform additional trips between those visible to us. Hence, an analysis of
absolute empty distance has been chosen in the previous
sections in favor of the relative value. For comparison, UITP
[46] lists a range of cities worldwide with estimates of empty
distances from 30% to 50%.
In conclusion, the obtained reference values and their
derived measures seem plausible and can be used as a basis
for comparison with the simulation cases.
5.2. City Analysis. For San Francisco, the number of 495
vehicles has been estimated as the baseline ﬂeet size. Looking
at Figure 3, the closest evaluated case to that value is the
graph for 500 vehicles (third point from the right for
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Table 1: Summary of the baseline ﬂeet characteristics derived from the taxi data in Sections 4.1–4.3.

Data-based
Trips
Customer distance (km)
Estimated
Vehicles
Empty distance (km)
Derived
Average trip distance (km)
Trips per vehicle
Empty distance per vehicle (km)
Total distance per vehicle (km)
Empty distance share (%)

San Francisco

Chicago

Zurich

18,263
121,400

49,564
218,581

1,244
6,727

495
62,907

2,479
114,412

95
6,658

6.65
36.89
127.08
372.34
34.13

4.41
19.99
46.15
134.33
34.36

5.41
13.09
70.08
140.89
49.74

MFAR). For all three operating policies, the optimistic
threshold of the empty distance of about 62,000 km is not
reached, that is, the system is more eﬃcient. Depending on
the strategy, a wait time from 4:21 min (MFAR) to 7:46 min
(GBM) can be reached. At this ﬂeet size, a reduction of
empty distance from − 11% (MFAR) to –34% (GBM)
compared to the optimistic bound can be achieved. Real
savings are expected to be even higher. The current optimistic empty distance is only reached with relatively large
ﬂeet sizes (here up to 700 vehicles) and if the waittimeoptimizing MFAR strategy is used. The system could, hence,
reach a wait time of only 2:51 min for the given requests
through ﬂeet coordination without becoming less eﬃcient in
terms of empty distance. On the other hand, the results show
that a service operating with 700 vehicles and the GBM
strategy could more than half the empty distance (–57%) at a
waiting time of 5:36 min.
In Chicago, the analyzed conﬁguration closest to the
estimated 2,479 vehicles is the one with 2,400 vehicles
(fourth graph from the left). Figure 5 shows that for both the
FFR and GBM strategies, empty distance below the estimated optimistic threshold is achieved at this ﬂeet size. For
GBM, a reduction in empty distance of –60% can be obtained at a wait time of 4:12 min, while FFR provides another
set point with a reduction of –45% and a wait time of only 2:
48 min. The MFAR strategy at a ﬂeet size of 2,400 vehicles
operates at the optimistic empty distance with an average
wait time of only 1:40 min that could be achieved.
Finally, the service operated in Zurich has an estimated
ﬂeet size of 95 vehicles, for which a simulation case is included in Figure 7. At this ﬂeet size (second from left), the
MFAR strategy exceeds the estimated empty distance of
6,658 km, while FFR and GBM stay below the threshold. The
GBM strategy achieves a wait time of 8:40 min at a large
reduction of the empty distance of –58%.
For Zurich, an additional analysis regarding the known
average wait time of 6:46 min can be performed. When
searching for those conﬁgurations that do neither deteriorate wait time nor exceed the optimistically estimated empty
distance, all conﬁgurations in the sector left from the orange
line (with lower wait times) and below its tip (with lower
empty distance) can be considered. Note that Figure 7 shows
that no set point for the MFAR strategy fulﬁlls this criterion.

Likewise, none of the analyzed cases for the GBM strategy
adheres to these conditions. While Figure 7 does not strictly
show that no viable conﬁguration exists for GBM, it seems
unlikely, given that the clustering of set points at the bottom
of Figure 7 indicates that wait times saturate at around
7–8 min with increasing ﬂeet sizes. Hence, only the FFR
strategy provides relevant conﬁgurations in the Zurich case.
To oﬀer the same level of service as today, a minimum ﬂeet
size of 75 vehicles could be used with the FFR strategy. At the
estimated ﬂeet size of 95 vehicles, applying the FFR strategy
in the running taxi system of Zurich may reduce the average
wait time to 5:21 min at a reduction of the empty distance of
–45%.
Similar waittime-based analyses could be performed for
San Francisco and Chicago. Assuming that a wait time of ﬁve
minutes would be acceptable for most users, diﬀerent situations arise. For San Francisco (Figure 3), only one analyzed set point for the FFR strategy would fall into the viable
range, while GBM would be excluded and a range of options
using the MFAR strategy would be feasible. In contrast, for
Chicago (Figure 5), most of the analyzed cases of all three
strategies provide better wait times than 5 min and decreases
in empty distance. It, hence, depends on the local context of
the use cases that strategy should be applied to reach set
goals in terms of customer experience (wait time) and efﬁciency (empty distance).
5.3. Algorithmic Analysis. In terms of algorithms, the expected eﬀects of the three chosen algorithms can be observed: for all three cities, the GBM algorithm yields
substantially less empty distance for ﬂeet conﬁgurations that
are chosen to operate at comparable wait times. On the
contrary, the MFAR algorithm causes the largest empty
distances. All three graphs show that when choosing the
GBM, empty distance decreases with increasing ﬂeet size.
Theoretically, in the limit of an inﬁnite number of vehicles, a
threshold should be reached that can only be further pushed
towards zero when considering the initial placement of
vehicles. One could then, theoretically, reach the point
where one vehicle is always available when a request appears.
Note that no such guarantee exists for MFAR, which heuristically sends one additional empty vehicle to wherever a
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request has appeared before. While zero empty distance for
GBM could be achieved by having one correctly placed
vehicle per request, the heuristic approach of MFAR would
move these vehicles in a suboptimal way.
Regarding wait times, all three plots show a shift towards higher waiting times when focusing on particular
ﬂeet size and comparing MFAR and GBM. Hence, the
MFAR algorithm systematically provides lower wait times
at the expense of added distance. The FFR algorithm,
ﬁnally, provides a trade-oﬀ between MFAR and GBM and
becomes only the competitive choice among the three if
both empty distance and wait time requirements are in
place.

6. Conclusion
In this work, existing taxi systems were compared to hypothetical coordinated mobility-on-demand systems for
diﬀerent ﬂeet sizes and operational policies.
The studies based on actual taxi data available for the cities
of San Francisco, Chicago, and Zurich showed that ﬂeet
coordination is able to signiﬁcantly improve both eﬃciency
and service level of on-demand mobility. In order to reap
these beneﬁts, full control of the vehicle actions is necessary.
In the current setup of many mobility-on-demand systems,
for example, taxi or ride-hailing systems, this is not possible,
as drivers take independent decisions and are also responsible
for their own proﬁt and loss.
Self-driving cars will inevitably overthrow this paradigm
as all of their actions have to be determined by the operator,
implicitly or explicitly. Thus, a change to an operational
mode allowing for full coordination could be a worthwhile
consideration for mobility-on-demand systems with human
drivers, even ahead of the availability of fully self-driving
cars.
Future research on this topic necessarily includes onthe-road case studies with real mobility-on-demand
systems as well as the assessment of additional data sets,
for example, for other cities or, if available, for ridehailing schemes.
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